
Why use digital methods?Why use digital methods?Why use digital methods?Why use digital methods?

Comparison easier (same tool for everybody)

A starting point for (apparently) non-digital
issues

To considering the banal / everyday

Accleration of research process (pro or con?)

Easier longitudinal research

Exploring interactions rather than single units

Wide range of data available

Good for studying certain groups (age, elite)

Defining the termsDefining the termsDefining the termsDefining the terms

"The mainstream"Thinking critically about the mainstream

Why do we want to get into the mainstream?

"Digital methods"

Native digital methods (Richard Rogers)Does this limit meaning?

Convergence between online and offline

Not just observation - interaction and
participation (e.g. crowdsourcing)

What makes 'digital methods' distinctive?

DataDataDataData

Archiving
How to gather and store data efficiently Heterogenous data

What to archive?

Reuse might not be possible (ownership)

Allure of 'quick and easy' data How to priortise beyond what's easy to do?

Data-driven research Research questions should drive research

Analysing / making sense of diverse forms of
data (visual, textual. etc)

Identifying data sets

Cost of data

How big is 'big data'?

Big data vs thick data

Access

Money

Gatekeepers

'Data wranglers'

Populations that are not represented Digital divide

EthicsEthicsEthicsEthics

Privacy "It's in the public domain" not good enough

Ignorance

Depends on: context / RQs / topic / platform

Hidden populations / marginalised groups

TechnologyTechnologyTechnologyTechnology
Identifying skills to capture / process
information

Need for training

Need for guidance

How to take this forward

Interdisciplinary workInterdisciplinary workInterdisciplinary workInterdisciplinary work

Research students training

Knowledge exchange

Larger research teams in social sciences
Career opportunities for early career
researchers ECR as innovative and pioneering

Implications for progression re: publication and
outputs in large teams

Disciplinary turf-wars?

Potential for collaboration

Methods and toolsMethods and toolsMethods and toolsMethods and tools

Constant change

Different methods interconnecting /
informing each other

Understand alongside other methods

Caution re: tools as 'black boxes'

Problem of avoiding methodology (methods
seperated from theory)Epistemology

The fieldThe fieldThe fieldThe field

Defining / bordering the field

Implications of online phenomena and
practices for theories of the self, society, and
identity & culture

Distinction between online methods, and
social & cultural practices that happen online

Tensions and paradox: general and particular

Boundaries of academia - where does
innovation come from? Parallels with
journalism

DisseminationDisseminationDisseminationDisseminationPublishing outcomes: timeliness / formats /
raw data

Media impact

Populations and contextPopulations and contextPopulations and contextPopulations and context

Identifying populations

Identifying participants

Self-selecting samples

Boundaries of networks you study / networks
you construct

No apparent Hawthorne effect

Offline vs 'real'

Hyperreality

How do people engage with internet content?

Able to access previously inaccessible
discussions and topicsBest place to research taboo

Paradox = online places that show social
taboo are unusual

Digital Methods as MainstreamDigital Methods as MainstreamDigital Methods as MainstreamDigital Methods as Mainstream
Methodology: OpportunitiesMethodology: OpportunitiesMethodology: OpportunitiesMethodology: Opportunities

and Challengesand Challengesand Challengesand Challenges


